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Market
Overview

To achieve the U.S. climate goals of economy-wide 
net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050, there is a 
need for rapid decarbonization of the light-duty vehicle 
(LDV) fleet. Plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) are expected 
to be the preferred technology for achieving this 
objective.

The electric vehicle market in the United States is 
experiencing a revolutionary surge. With an increasing 
focus on sustainability, rising environmental 
consciousness, and advancements in technology, the U.S 
EV market is poised for exponential growth. Government 
incentives, expanding charging infrastructure, and a 
growing consumer appetite for eco-friendly transportation 
contribute to the dynamic landscape.

EV Landscape in the United States



Date: September 26-27, 2024
Location: Marriot Marquis San Diego Marina

Welcome to EVIS 2024 in San Diego, California - a satellite event intricately 
connected to the well-established EVIS Abu Dhabi.

This two-day event is meticulously crafted to be a focal point for e-mobility 
enthusiasts, offering a unique blend of insights, opportunities, and innovations.

Event
Overview



Event
Highlights

Keynote Addresses

Gain insights from industry 
leaders and influencers at 

the forefront of the electric 
vehicle revolution.

Innovation Expo

Explore the latest EV 
technologies, prototypes, and 
breakthroughs showcased by 
leading global manufacturers.

Networking Opportunities

Connect with like-minded 
professionals, potential 

collaborators, and pioneers 
driving change in the e-mobility 

sector.

Interactive Workshops

Dive deep into hands-on 
workshops covering EV design, 

charging infrastructure, and 
sustainable urban mobility.



Why Attend
EVIS?

Global Connection:
EVIS 2024 in San Diego extends its reach globally by 

being a satellite event linked to EVIS Abu Dhabi, 
enhancing the international perspective on e-mobility.

Comprehensive Focus:
The event delves into e-mobility investment 

opportunities, challenges, and cutting-edge technology, 
providing a comprehensive view of the industry's latest 
developments. It serves as a vital platform for industry 

players in both the US and MENA regions.

Exhibition Area:
EVIS 2024 provides an exclusive exhibition area, 
allowing sponsoring companies and startups to 

showcase their innovative products and services. This 
space serves as a dynamic platform for networking and 

collaboration, further enriching the overall event 
experience.

Main Conference:
The high-level main conference is set to feature thought 

leaders, experts, and influencers, offering valuable 
insights into the e-mobility landscape. Attendees can 

expect engaging discussions and presentations on the 
most pertinent topics in the industry.

B2B Matchmaking Program:
A dedicated Business-to-Business (B2B) matchmaking 
program takes center stage, facilitating the creation of 

meaningful investment opportunities. This initiative 
fosters connections between startups and established 
companies, bridging gaps across the US, Middle East, 

and the broader international market.



Why
San Diego?

Stunning Venue:
Marriott Marquis San Diego Marina 
provides a picturesque backdrop 
for discussions and networking.

Airport Accessibility:
Seamlessly connect to the heart of 
EVIS with San Diego's conveniently 
located International Airport. The 
hotel for the event is located just 

10 mins from the San Diego 
International Airport making it 

convenient and accessible to travel.

 Innovation Hub:
San Diego, a hub of technology 
and innovation, is the perfect 

setting for exploring the future of 
electric mobility.

Tourism Destinations:
San Diego's allure extends beyond 
the convention walls. Dive into a 
city brimming with world-class 

attractions, pristine beaches, and 
a vibrant cultural scene.

Innovation Ecosystem:
Immerse yourself in a vibrant hub 

of tech giants, research, and 
entrepreneurship, where 

collaboration fuels innovation and 
future partnerships blossom.



How EVIS
Support the Industry?

Facilitating Innovation
EVIS provides a platform for 
innovators, startups, and  

established players to 
showcase groundbreaking 

technologies and 
innovations driving the 

evolution of electric 
vehicles.

Networking for Growth:
Connect with key 

stakeholders, industry 
leaders, and potential 
collaborators to foster 

partnerships that accelerate 
the growth of the electric 

mobility sector.

Showcasing Solutions:
EVIS acts as a stage for 

electric vehicle 
manufacturers, charging 

infrastructure providers, and 
service centers to present 

their solutions that contribute 
to the sustainability of the 

industry.

Policy Advocacy:
Participate in discussions on 

policy frameworks, 
regulatory developments, 

and government incentives, 
contributing to a supportive 
environment for the electric 

vehicle market.Knowledge Exchange:
Gain insights from industry 

experts through keynote 
addresses, workshops, 

and interactive sessions, 
fostering a collaborative 

environment for 
knowledge exchange.



Electric Vehicle Manufacturers: 
Explore the latest models and innovations 

from leading EV manufacturers.

Charging Point Operators (CPOs):
Learn about the latest advancements in 

charging infrastructure.

Electric Vehicle Service Centers:
Explore maintenance and service 

solutions for electric vehicles.

E-Mobility Service Providers
(eMSP):

Discover services shaping the future
of e-mobility.

EVSE OEMs:
Connect with Electric Vehicle Supply 

Equipment Original Equipment Manufacturers.

Insurance Service Providers:
Learn about insurance solutions tailored

for electric vehicles.

Banks Providing 
Special-Interest Loans:

Gain insights into financial support for 
sustainable transportation.

Categories Attending
EVIS 2024



Who will be

Attending

Government Entities /
Utility Companies

Real Estate Developers

 Individual Consumers
Interested in Adopting EVs

Fleet Operators Transportation
Companies

 Industry Associations and
Consulting Firms

 Investors & Developers



Maximize ROI: Your sponsorship at EVIS isn’t just an investment; it’s a 
strategic move to ensure high returns. Connect with Industry leaders, engage 
in meaningful collaborations and showcase your brand to a diverse and 
influential audience.

Engage with a Global Audience: Seize the opportunity to engage with a 
global audience of thought leaders, innovators and enthusiasts. Your 
sponsorship opens doors to networking, collaborations and business 
opportunities that extend beyond borders.

Engage with your US Counterpart: For UAE and GCC delegates, EVIS 
acts as a crucial gateway to the US market, providing a unique chance to 
witness advanced technology and establish strategic partnerships, solidifying 
its role in facilitating cross-border collaboration.

Elevate your brand: Elevate your brand to new heights by showcasing your 
commitment to sustainability, innovation and industry leadership. Secure your 
sponsorship now and be recognized as a key player in shaping the future of 
electric mobility.

Join the EVIS movement: Align your brand with innovation, sustainability, 
and visionary leadership. Sponsor EVIS San Diego to become an integral part of 
the electric mobility revolution, contributing to a cleaner, greener and more 
connected future.

Why
Sponsor:



Empower the Drive.
Shape the Future.ELECTRIC VEHICLE INNOVATION SUMMIT 

Empower the Drive.
Shape the Future.

For More Information, Please contact -
Email: evis.sales@nirvanamice.com
Call Us: +1 818 581 7431


